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A website with information on different fabric types
with a quiz to find out which fabric is the best for a
garment according to different criteria. 

Short description: 



What is my project's
purpose? 

> Compile the information about certain textiles, 
> Help people choose the right garments for them, 

The mission is to raise awareness about the
disadvantages and advantages of certain textiles
used for different garments.  



Cultural Context 
The Industrial Revolution forever changed the world of fashion by introducing new
technology like the sewing machine and textile machines. Those led to ready-
made clothes and mass production factories.  

As a result, clothes became cheaper to make and buy, and easier and quicker to
make.  

Those fast fashion clothes are bad quality, fall apart easily, they are mass
produced and mass discarded, made in unethical conditions.

With brands like SHIEN on the raise fast fashion became almost unavoidable.  



How many of us still look at labels?



How many of us know what
percentage of what textile is
"good" or "bad"?



What problem does my project solve?

> It puts information in one place

> Gives researched information

> Helps people make conscious 
 fashion decisions 



Commodity 



SWOT 
niche subject, 
high quality researched information,
knowledgeable staff (me)

dependent on one person (me)

trendy topic – environment,
emerging need for the service,
SEO focus could help drive traffic 

potential future competitors



Potential site map:

GlossaryQuiz Index of
textiles Blog

articlesCotton

Wool

Fast fashion

Slow fashion

ect.ect.

Homepage



Quiz

What garment are you looking for? - with options
(tshirt, jumper, sweater, dress, bottoms, pajamas,
underwear, coat, blouse, hat, socks) 

What’s your budget? ($/$$/$$$) 

Is it supposed to keep you warm? (yes/no) 

Do you have allergies? (yes/no) 

Is it supposed to be durable (yes/no) 



Index of textiles

What is the name of the fabric? 
Where did it originate? 
How is it made/what is it made from? 
What fiber is used? 
How sustainable is it? 
Is it expensive? 
Does it have certain care requirements? If yes, what
are they? 

50 most popular and most used fabrics in regards of
garments. These descriptions will answer questions such
as: 



Illustrations
made by me in adobe illustrator
based on fashion: buttons, zippers,
measuring tape, needles ect.

Pictures
pictures of textiles however e.g. cotton and polyester
might just look too similar
some are quite distinguishable - silk or velvet



Target audience

 

16+

interested in fashion

environmentally conscious

https://www.canva.com/design/DAE35MueSiQ/edit
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